This paper analyzes the relative performance of multi-step forecasting methods in the presence of breaks and data revisions. Our Monte Carlo simulations indicate that the type and the timing of the break affect the relative accuracy of the methods. The iterated method typically performs the best in unstable environments, especially if the parameters are subject to small breaks. This result holds regardless of whether data revisions add news or reduce noise. Empirical analysis of real-time U.S. output and inflation series shows that the alternative multi-step methods only episodically improve upon the iterated method.
up to time period T . In addition, because of data revisions, the first-released value and the final value for a period may differ substantially. These two features of realtime data clearly matter for forecasting. As a result, we incorporate the publication lag and data revisions into our statistical framework. The statistical framework used in this paper follows that adopted in Jacobs and van Norden (2011) , Clements and Galvão (2013) , and Hännikäinen (2014) . It relates a data vintage estimate to the true value plus an error or errors. More specifically, the period t + s vintage estimate of the value of y in period t, denoted by y see Croushore (2011) and Jacobs and van Norden (2011 
where i is an l × 1 vector of ones. For simplicity, we consider an AR(1) process for the true values and assume that a single break has occurred at time T 1
where v j,i,t = µ vj i + σ vj i η 2t,i (for j = 1,2 and i = 1,..,l ) denote news and both η 1t and η 2t,i are i.i.d. (0,1) disturbances. This setup allows for changes in the error variance, the intercept, and the slope immediately after the break.
The news and noise components in (1) before and after the break are specified by
. . .
σ ε1 2 η 3t,2 . . .
for t ≤ T 1 and
σ ε2 2 η 3t,2 . . .
for t > T 1 .
The shocks are assumed to be mutually independent. Otherwise stated, if
, then E(η t ) = 0 and E(η t η ′ t ) = I. We assume thatỹ t is a stationary process, so that |β j | < 1 (for j = 1,2). Becauseỹ t is a stationary process and both the news and noise terms are stationary, y t is also a stationary process. The means of the news and noise terms, denoted by µ vj i and µ εj i (for j = 1,2 and i = 1,...,l ), are allowed to be non-zero. This is an important feature because the previous literature has found that revisions to macroeconomic data typically have non-zero means (see, e.g., Aruoba, 2008; Croushore, 2011; Clements and Galvão, 2013) .
Methods for multi-step forecasting
In this section, we explain how the multi-step forecasts are computed in the iterated and direct approaches. We assume that the variable of interest, y t , is a stationary process. For simplicity, we focus on an AR(1) model. The generalization to AR(p) models is straightforward.
Iterated forecasts are made using a one-period ahead model, iterated forward for the required number of periods. The one-step ahead AR model for y t , ignoring data revisions, is
The parameters in (5) are estimated by OLS and the iterated forecast of y t+h is then calculated as follows:
whereŷ j|t = y j for j = t. Note that the same model specification is used for all forecast horizons.
Under the direct approach, the dependent variable in the forecasting model is the multi-step ahead value being forecasted. Thus, a forecaster selects a separate model for each forecast horizon. The direct forecasting model, ignoring data revisions, is
The parameters in (6) are estimated by OLS using data through period t (i.e., y t is the last observation on the left-hand side of the multi-step regression). Then, the direct forecast of y t+h is constructed aŝ y D t+h|t =φ +ρy t .
As discussed in the Introduction, intercept corrections offer some protection against structural instability. If the forecasting model systematically either under-or overpredicts after a break, intercept corrections based on the previous forecast errors reduce forecast bias. On the other hand, intercept corrections increase forecast error variance.
Following Hendry (1996a, 1998) , we consider three alternative inter-cept corrections to the iterated approach. The first strategy is a so-called constant adjustment method, where the adjustment over the forecast period is held constant at the average of the most recent forecast errors, denoted by e * t :
which implies that
The second strategy only adjusts the one-step ahead forecast. The iterated forecast generated by this one-off adjustment method is
so that
The third strategy, called the full-adjustment method, adjusts the model-based forecast by the full amount of the average of the most recent forecast errors:
In addition, we consider a full-adjustment to the direct forecasting method. In this case, the average of the most recent forecast errors from the direct model, denoted by e * t,D , is used to adjust the model-based forecast:
Monte Carlo simulations
In this section, we perform a number of Monte Carlo simulation experiments to evaluate the performance of the multi-step forecasting methods in the presence of breaks. These experiments are based on the statistical framework introduced in Section 2. A sample size of 100 observations, which corresponds to 25 years of quarterly data, is used in the experiments. We assume that a single break has occurred prior to the forecast origin.
Because the timing of the break might affect the relative accuracy of the multi-step methods, we consider three different break points: T 1 = 25, 50, and 99.
We calibrate the parameter values on actual U.S. data following Hännikäinen (2014) .
The parameters remain constant over time in experiment 1 (see Table 1 ). In this case, the selected parameter values imply that the mean of the true process lies between 2.0 and 2.5, which corresponds roughly to the average U.S. annual inflation and real GDP growth over the past 25 years. The parameters in experiment 1 are used as pre-break parameters in the rest of the experiments (with the exceptions of experiments 4-5).
We consider several break processes. First, we analyze how moderate (0.25) and large (0.5) changes in the autoregressive parameter in either direction affect the relative performance of the multi-step methods (experiments 2-5). Second, we consider breaks in the error variance. We allow σ to increase from 1.5 to 4.5 (experiment 6) and decrease from 1.5 to 0.5 (experiment 7). Finally, we examine how changes in the constant term affect the accuracy of the methods (experiments 8-9).
We assume that the data revisions are either pure news (
. This allows us to analyze whether the properties of the revision process matter for the relative performance of the multi-step forecasting methods. We set l = 14, so that we observe 14 different estimates of y t before the true value,ỹ t , is observed 4 . Consistent with the previous work in Clements and Galvão (2013) and Hännikäinen (2014) , only the first and fifth revisions are assumed to have non-zero means. The means of these revisions are set to four and two percent of the mean of the first-release data, y t+1 t , both before and after the break. Similarly, the standard deviation of the first revision is set to 40 percent of the standard deviation of the first-release data. The standard deviations of revisions 2-13 and 14 are set to 20 and 10 percent of the standard deviation of the first-release data, respectively. For convenience, the parameter values used in the Monte Carlo experiments are shown in Table 1 5 .
For simplicity, we focus on forecasting the first-release values and assume that the lag structure of the forecasting model is correctly specified, i.e., the forecasts are generated using an AR (1) The results are based on 10,000 replications and are shown in Tables 2 and 3 . Table 2 shows the relative performance of the multi-step forecasting methods when the data revisions are pure news. The results indicate that the iterated method generates the best forecasts in most of the experiments. In particular, the iterated method the fact that y t+15 t will have undergone all the regular revisions irrespectively of which quarter of the year t falls in. For a similar approach, see Clements and Galvão (2013) .
5 Appendix A summarizes the means and standard deviations of the first-release and final data for each experiment. The details of the calibration process are presented in Hännikäinen (2014) . 6 The results are qualitatively similar if we use the bias correction method suggested by Clements and Galvão (2013) to forecast the final values or if we consider an AR(2) forecasting model. A full set of results is available upon request.
7 The general conclusions are the same if the intercept corrections are based on the most recent forecast error or the average of the latest two or three forecast errors.
dominates the other methods when the parameters remain constant over time (experiment 1), or the variance increases (experiment 6), or the intercept increases (experiment 8). The iterated method also performs particularly well when the autoregressive parameter decreases moderately (experiment 3), or when the constant term decreases (experiment 9), although it does not always deliver the most accurate forecasts. In these few cases, however, the best performing alternative makes only a very slight improvement over the iterated approach. By contrast, the iterated method performs poorly when the autoregressive parameter decreases substantially after the break (experiment 5).
The timing of the structural break (T 1 = 25, 50, 99) has an impact on the performance of the various approaches. The iterated method appears to be the superior method when the break occurs early (T 1 = 25) during the sample, but its performance deteriorates when the break occurs closer to the forecast origin. There is a simple explanation for this finding. Table 4 reports the (squared) forecast bias of each method relative to the MSFE of the benchmark iterated model. As the timing of the break increases, forecasts become more biased, because fewer post-break values are available for estimation. This implies that the importance of the bias component in determining the accuracy of the forecasts increases. The iterated method is more prone to bias than the other methods. Therefore, it is less successful when the break date T 1 gets close to the end of the sample.
Moreover, the relative performance of the iterated method improves as the forecast horizon increases. This happens for a subtle reason. As the forecast horizon increases, the parameters of the direct model are estimated with fewer observations. The parameters of the iterated model, on the other hand, are estimated with the largest possible sample size regardless of the forecast horizon. Thus, for a fixed sample size, it becomes less desirable to use an inefficient direct method as the forecast horizon lengthens.
Intercept corrections reduce the forecast bias at the cost of increased forecast error 12 variance. The additional uncertainty induced by intercept corrections grows with the forecast horizon. Hence, the bias-variance trade-off is less favorable to intercept corrections at long horizons.
The results in Table 2 suggest that various forms of intercept correction yield relatively poor forecasts in the presence of structural instability. The only exception is the case where the slope parameter decreases substantially after the break (experiment 5).
In this case, the improvements over the iterated benchmark are very large at longer forecast horizons (i.e., h = 8 and 12). Hence it is mainly in situations where a break is believed to decrease substantially the AR parameter (i.e., when both the mean and variance decrease substantially) that intercept corrections can be recommended. In the rest of the experiments, intercept corrections have the most potential when the break has occurred close to the forecast origin (i.e., T 1 = 99) and the forecast horizon is short (i.e., h = 2 and 4). The one-off adjustment to the iterated method is generally more successful at reducing the MSFE values than the other forms of intercept correction.
The constant adjustment to the iterated method and the full adjustment to the direct method perform worst among all the methods. They produce significantly higher MSFE values than the iterated benchmark in most of the experiments.
A comparison of the iterated and direct methods reveals that the iterated method typically delivers more accurate forecasts in the presence of breaks. The direct forecasts only dominate the iterated ones when the autoregressive parameter decreases substantially (experiment 5) and the timing of the break is either T 1 = 25 or T 1 = 50. Thus, there is only very limited evidence that the direct method helps reduce MSFE values in an unstable environment. The explanation for this finding is again related to the bias-variance trade-off. It appears that in an unstable environment, the reduction in bias obtained from the direct model is less important than the reduction in estimation variance arising from estimating the iterated model.
The results for noise revisions are summarized in Table 3 . These results are qual-13 itatively similar to those presented in Table 2 . Thus, whether the data revisions add news or reduce noise does not matter much for the relative performance of the multiperiod forecasting methods. If anything, the iterated method performs slightly better in relative terms when data revisions reduce noise.
Empirical results
Next, we compare the relative performance of the multi-step forecasting methods using actual U.S. real-time data. We consider h-step ahead forecasts of real GDP and industrial production growth, the GDP deflator, and the PCE inflation rate (annualized).
All forecasts are out-of-sample. At each forecast origin t + 1, the t + 1 vintage estimates of data up to period t are used to estimate the parameters of a forecasting model that is then used to generate a forecast for period t + h. We start our analysis by considering the whole out-of-sample period spanning from 1977:Q2 to 2013:Q2. The performance of the various multi-step forecasting methods relative to the iterated benchmark over this period is summarized in Table 5 (1) specification are excluded, the iterated method is almost universally preferred to these three alternative methods. The good performance of these three methods when the AR(1) model is considered is probably due to the fact that low order AR models do not capture the true dynamics of the GDP deflator and are hence misspecified. At least the AR(1) model yields less accurate forecasts than the other lag methods.
The evidence for the one-off and full-adjustment to the iterated method is less convincing when changes in PCE inflation are forecasted. These methods generate smaller forecast errors than the iterated benchmark at h = 8 and h = 12. Although the improvements are quite large, the null of equal accuracy is rejected at conventional significance levels only for the AR(1) model. In contrast, the one-off and full-adjustment to the iterated method produce higher MSFE values than the benchmark at h = 2, sometimes by quite a substantial margin. According to the p-values, the null is rejected in favor of the iterated benchmark at this horizon in six of eight cases. The direct estimator beats the iterated one when the forecasts are computed using an AR(1) model, but using longer lags in the forecasting model eliminates the advantage of the direct estimator, particularly at long horizons (h = 8 and h = 12). In contrast with the GDP deflator results, the constant-adjustment to the iterated method and the full-adjustment to the direct method never produce better PCE inflation forecasts than the iterated benchmark. Indeed, at the longest horizon h = 12, these methods are markedly worse than the benchmark.
All in all, the results in Table 5 indicate that the iterated method provides the most accurate real-time output forecasts, whereas the one-off and full-adjustment to the iterated method help improve the accuracy of the inflation forecast. Thus, there seems to be no single dominant multi-step forecasting method (cf. Marcellino et al., Several results stand out. First, despite the large differences in the relative predictive ability reported in Table 5 , the Fluctuation test rejects the null of equal accuracy at each point in time only in three cases. Interestingly, the Fluctuation test reveals that the one-off and full-adjustment to the iterated method contain substantial incremental real-time predictive information for the GDP deflator in the early 1980s. However, later in the sample, these two forms of intercept correction give less accurate forecasts than the iterated benchmark. Broadly speaking, these findings are consistent with the aforementioned observation that both the mean and variance of the GDP deflator have decreased substantially in the early 1980s. The simulation results in Tables 2-3 suggest that in the presence of large and recent decrease in both the mean and variance of a series only the one-off and full-adjustment to the iterated method of the five alternatives should dominate the benchmark (see the results for T 1 = 99). Furthermore, as time passes after the break, the gains from these two intercept corrections should diminish.
The Fluctuation test for the two output variables show that the track record of the constant adjustment to the iterated method and the full-adjustment to both the iterated and direct method is not good. In fact, the Fluctuation test implies that these methods yield systematically worse forecasts than the iterated benchmark over the whole out-of-sample period (the value of the test statistic is always negative), although the null of equal accuracy at each point in time cannot be rejected. Similarly, the direct estimator almost universally produces larger forecast errors for the price series than the iterated estimator.
Overall, the Fluctuation test indicates that the alternative multi-step methods only episodically improve upon the iterated benchmark. Therefore, the results over the whole out-of-sample period might give a somewhat misleading picture of their predictive ability. Most notably, the one-off and full-adjustment to the iterated method do not systematically beat the iterated benchmark when GDP deflator is forecasted, but rather they perform particularly well only in the early 1980s. The empirical results, as well as the simulation results, support the view that the iterated method typically produces the most accurate real-time forecasts in unstable environment. However, the results also highlight that if both the mean and variance of the series decrease substantially and the multi-step forecasts are made shortly after the break, the iterated method produces inaccurate forecasts and performs poorly in relative terms. In such a case, an alternative multi-step method, perhaps a one-off adjustment to the iterated method, should be used.
Conclusions
This paper analyzes the real-time performance of various multi-step forecasting methods in the presence of structural breaks. Our Monte Carlo and empirical analysis leads us to three main conclusions. First, our results suggest that the iterated method provides the most accurate multi-step forecasts in the presence of structural instability, especially if the parameters are subject to small or medium-size breaks. The good performance of the iterated method suggests that the error component dominates the bias component in the composition of MSFE values in an unstable environment. Second, the alternative multi-step methods, which are less prone to bias, have the most poten-tial when the parameters are subject to large breaks and forecasts are made shortly after the break. Third, in the presence of breaks, the relative performance of the multistep methods might be time-varying. For instance, it is only in the early 1980s that the one-off and full-adjustment to the iterated method provide more accurate GDP deflator forecasts than the iterated method.
The finding that the type as well as the timing of the break affects the relative merit of the multi-step methods is an intriguing one. The previous literature has found strong evidence for parameter instability in U.S. macroeconomic time series.
These series have been subject to different types of breaks at different dates. This observation together with our findings might help explain why it is so difficult to find a single multi-step method that performs well across all variables at all time periods. Notes: The table reports the squared bias of the different methods as a ratio of the MSFE of the iterated benchmark model. Notes: Forecast period spans from 1977:Q2 to 2013:Q2. The first row in each panel shows the root mean squared forecast error for the iterated benchmark. Subsequent rows report the ratio of the MSFE of each candidate multi-step method relative to the MSFE of the iterated benchmark. Intercept corrections are based on the average of the latest 4 forecast errors. Asterisks mark rejection of the two-sided Giacomini and White (2006) test at the 1%(***), 5%(**), and 10%(*) significance levels, respectively.
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Appendix A 
